Reading skills practice: What do you know about spiders? – exercises
There are around 40,000 spider species roaming the planet, but just how much do you know about these
often misunderstood arachnids?

Preparation
Circle the correct definition of each word in CAPITALS. Look at the word in context to help you.
1.

There are around 40,000 spider species ROAMING the planet.
a. moving around
b. living
c. destroying slowly

2.

They CAPTURE their prey by spinning a web or jumping out of a hiding place.
a. work
b. take (something) prisoner
c. eat hungrily

3.

… spider venom serves the purpose of STUNNING or killing their prey.
a. causing to become confused, dizzy or unconscious
b. avoiding someone
c. damaging seriously

4.

Spiders rarely STRAY from their home environment.
a. move outside an area
b. attack suddenly
c. set up home somewhere

5.

Ballooning spiders can migrate long distances by DRIFTING through the air.
a. moving in a certain direction
b. turning around
c. moving in no particular direction

6.

Spiders WEAVE webs to capture their prey.
a. cross threads to make something
b. join pieces of cloth together
c. make something less strong

7.

HARVESTING the thread on spider farms is complicated.
a. seeing
b. collecting
c. producing

8.

Spiders have managed to REPLICATE the resilient fibre of spider silk.
a. examine
b. discover
c. copy

1. Check your understanding: multiple selection
Which information about spiders is NOT mentioned in the text? Tick (✓) three.
………….

Diet

………….

Digestive system

………….

Defensive mechanisms

………….

Environment

………….

Sense organs

………….

Types of web

………….

Benefits to humans

………….

Relationships with humans

2. Check your understanding: true or false
Circle True or False for these sentences.
1.

The web is every spider’s preferred method of catching food.

True

False

2.

Most spiders prefer eating insects to birds.

True

False

3.

Female widow spiders sometimes eat the male spiders during reproduction.

True

False

4.

A quarter of all spiders produce venom which can kill humans.

True

False

5.

Bites from the Sydney funnel-web spider were more deadly before 1981.

True

False

6.

Contact with tarantula hairs will probably make you want to scratch.

True

False

7.

Most spiders migrate to warmer climates in winter.

True

False

8.

Spiders produce different types of silk for different functions.

True

False

9.

Some spider silk is stronger than steel.

True

False

10.

Generally speaking, spiders are not sociable animals.

True

False

11.

In the past, certain diseases were frequently transmitted to humans by spiders.

True

False

12.

Not all cultures believe spiders bring good luck.

True

False

Discussion
How do you feel about spiders? What do people in your culture think about them?
What have you learned from this text?

